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Superfire L6-H Flashlight
The  Superfire  L6-H  flashlight  is  distinguished  by  its  high  power  of  15W,  and  its  brightness  reaches  750lm.  It  offers  5  light  modes  to
choose from, making it perfect for various scenarios. Its working time reaches 8 hours on a single charge, and the IP46 water resistance
allows you to use it in almost any conditions. The device is also extremely handy, durable and easy to use.
 
High power
Power  of  15W,  brightness  of  750lm and  a  long  range  of  light  -  all  this  means  that  the  L6-H  flashlight  can  provide  optimal  lighting  in
almost any environment and will find use in many situations. You can successfully use it at home, for example, when the power fails. It
will also be useful in the mountains or during a fishing trip. It will also make it easier for you to carry out small repairs.
 
5 light modes
Customize the flashlight's  operation to suit  your  needs or  the current  situation.  The L6-H lets  you choose from 5 light  modes such as
High, Medium, Low, Strobe and SOS. This makes it ideal for a variety of scenarios - it will  provide you with optimal light in almost any
condition, and if necessary, it will send an alarm signal. To change the mode, just press the button.
 
Long runtime
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Provide yourself with a reliable source of light in almost any situation. Thanks to the durable battery, the flashlight can work for up to 8
hours  on  a  single  charge.  Therefore,  it  will  be  perfect  during  a  prolonged power  outage or  a  night  outdoor  expedition.  To  charge  the
device, connect it to a power source of your choice using a USB-C cable.
 
Waterproof and durable
Fearlessly  use  the  flashlight  even  in  demanding  conditions.  The  device  is  made  of  high  grade  aviation  aluminum,  which  makes  it
extremely durable - even drops from a height of up to 1m are not a threat to it. L6-H is also distinguished by IP46 water resistance. This
means that rain or accidental splashing are not a threat to it.
 
Brand
Superfire
Model
L6-H
Light source
P50
Brightness
Up to 750lm
Power
15W
Lighting modes
Low / Medium / High / Strobe / SOS
Power source
18650 Li-ion battery
Material
Aviation aluminum 6061-T6
Drop resistance
Up to 1m
Working time
Up to 8h
Charging port
USB-C
Waterproof
IP46
Dimensions
167x45x35mm
Weight
190g

Price:

€ 28.50
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